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Featuring a convenient scroll wheel, retractable cord, customizable buttons, Tilt-Wheel technology, the new 
Toshiba USB Laser Mini Mouse gives you the precision and reliability of optical technology you need. It sets a 
standard for comfort, accuracy, and dependability and is great for both home and business users. Its small footprint 
makes it perfect for the road or smaller hands. In addition, the cable can be fully retracted into the base of the 
mouse, eliminating the tangled cord mess when you travel. 

The 1600 dpi resolution delivers ultimate performance and smooth cursor movement on most surfaces. Work 
comfortably all day whether you are right-handed or left-handed with the balanced and weighted design. It offers 4-
way scrolling utilizing Tilt-Wheel technology providing you an exceptional navigation experience and the ability to 
scroll applications vertically. You can also push the wheel from side to side and scroll pages horizontally including 
web pages, Word documents, and Excel spreadsheets. In addition, you can program the button wheel to perform a 
different function, such as opening your browser. The Toshiba USB Laser Mini Mouse is the ideal solution for the 
mobile user who prefers a portable external mouse. 

Features: 

Symmetrical shape fits right into your palm - perfect for either right or left-handed  
Cord retracts completely into the mouse body - nothing hangs on the outside  
Programmable button wheel to perform different functions  
Arched shape provides support for your hand in a natural, comfortable position  
Features a convenient scroll wheel, programmable buttons, and Tilt-Wheel technology  
Precise cursor movement and accuracy  
Easy to navigate with 4-way scrolling - up/down and left/right  
In the box: One Toshiba USB Laser Mini Mouse, User's Manual and warranty booklet  
One year standard limited warranty 

Specifications: 

Technology: Laser mouse with programmable tilt-wheel functionality  
Interface: USB  
Buttons: Left, Right, Scroll-wheel  
Resolution: 1600 dpi  
Cable length: 2 feet  
Dimension and weight: 3.7" L by 2.4" W by 1.4" H; 2.4 oz  
Color and material: Black with Silver accents; ABS  
System requirements: Any PC with one USB port 


